P.O. Box 11133 Prescott, AZ 86304 • 928.778.2924 • www.unitedanimalfriends.org

Home Visit Report – Dog Adoption
Applicant(s): ______________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________
City, state, zip:

______

Phone: ___________________

□ busy □quiet □ in-between Describe the setting:□rural □suburban □urban
Is there a yard? □Yes □No Type of access? (doggie door, etc) ___________________________________________
Is the yard fenced?
□yes, fully □yes, partial
□no
Describe the street:

Describe the fence and gate(s): (height, type, condition, type of latch) _________________________________________
Describe any hazards in the yard (swimming pool, hot tub, traffic, etc.) or around the outside of the house (electrical
wiring, cables, etc.) and how the dog will be protected from them: __________________________________________
Describe the condition of the home, for example, in good repair, clean, neat: ___________________________________

□Yes □No Is the basement free of hazards? □Yes □No
□Yes □No Is the garage free of hazards? □Yes □No

If there is a basement, will the dog have access?
If there is a garage, will the dog have access?

Describe the demeanor of adults, regarding interaction with you, among themselves, and with children and other pets.
For example, were adults respectful, responsible, etc.?
Describe behavior of the children in relation to adults, to other children and to any pets.
Are there special needs, unusual circumstances or concerns that we should be aware of?
Would you feel comfortable leaving a dog with the applicant?
If no, explain:

□Yes □No

Where will the dog sleep?

□

Will the dog be crated? Yes
What would the dog be fed?

□No

If so, for how long? ______________________

□

□

Is adopter ready for the transition period, (diarrhea, separation anxiety, etc,) Yes No
Who will be the main caregiver? ______________________________________________________________________
Who will care for the dog when the main caregiver is unavailable?
Volunteer comments:

Home visit date: _________________ UAF Volunteer who visited home:
Volunteer’s email:

Phone:

Dog’s foster parent:
Foster parent’s email: _______________________________ Phone: (h)__________________ (c) _________________

